ABSTRACT. We use generating functions to relate the expected values of polynomial factorization statistics over Fq to the cohomology of ordered configurations in R 3 as a representation of the symmetric group. Our methods lead to a new proof of the twisted Grothendieck-Lefschetz formula for squarefree polynomial factorization statistics of Church, Ellenberg, and Farb.
INTRODUCTION
Arithmetic statistics is the study of rings like Z and F q [x] from a statistical point of view. For example, one may ask: what is the probability that a random integer m in the interval [1, n] is prime? The Prime Number Theorem tells us that Prob(m ∈ [1, n] is prime) ≈ 1 log(n) (1.1)
for sufficiently large n. A similar question may be asked about F q [x] : what is the probability that a random monic degree d polynomial f (x) ∈ F q [x] is irreducible? It may be shown that
for sufficiently large q. Note that We can do much better than this approximate answer to the irreducibility question in F q [x] . The number of irreducible monic degree d polynomials in There is a tendency to focus on the leading terms in asymptotic formulas like (1.2) and to ignore the lower degree terms as noise to be silenced. But if we look Each term in (1.4) corresponds to an intermediate field of the degree 6 extension F q 6 /F q and the coefficients encode how these fields fit together-far from noise! This is an instance of a more general theme: the exact expressions for arithmetic statistical questions in F q [x] reflect hidden structure which is not apparent from the leading terms alone. In other words, there are no error terms; each term has an interpretation and together they tell a complete story.
In this paper we consider another family of arithmetic statistics questions for which the exact answers exhibit rich structure. We begin with an example based on [6, Pg. 6] . Define the quadratic excess Q(f ) of a polynomial f (x) ∈ F q [x] to be Q(f ) = #{reducible quadratic factors of f (x)} − #{irreducible quadratic factors of f (x)}, where both counts are considered with multiplicity. Note that Q(f ) depends only on the number of linear and irreducible quadratic factors of f (x). For instance, if g(x) = x 2 (x+1)(x 2 +1) 4 ∈ F 3 [x], then g(x) has 3 linear factors and 4 irreducible quadratic factor, hence Q(g) = 3 2 − 4 1 = −1.
We write E d (Q) for the expected value of Q on the set Poly d (F q ) of monic degree d polynomials in F q [x] . That is,
The We note a few remarkable features of these expected values. For each d, E d (Q) is a polynomial in 1 q of degree d − 1 with positive integer coefficients; one should expect the coefficients to be rational numbers, but both the positivity and integrality are not a priori evident. Evaluating the polynomial E d (Q) at q = 1 gives the binomial coefficient These phenomena are not isolated to the function Q but rather appear for a family of functions on Poly d (F q ) which we call factorization statistics. Our main result identifies the structure underlying the expected values of factorization statistics on Poly d (F q ). Theorem 1.1. Let P be a function defined on the set Poly d (F q ) of monic degree d polynomials in F q [x] such that P (f ) only depends on the degrees of the irreducible factors of f . P may also be viewed as a function defined on partitions of d, or equivalently as a class function of the symmetric group
is the standard inner product of class functions of the symmetric group S d .
Factorization statistics are functions P satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.1 relates the expected value of factorization statistics to the representation theory of the symmetric group and the topology of configuration spaces. We return to the quadratic excess example and explore this interplay between representation theory, topology, and the combinatorics of finite fields through examples in Section 3.
Recall that F q [x] has unique factorization, hence any monic degree d polynomial f (x) ∈ F q [x] may be uniquely factored over F q into a product of irreducible polynomials. The degrees of these irreducible factors form a partition λ of the degree d which we call the factorization type of f (x). Given a partition λ ⊢ d let ν(λ) denote the probability of a random monic degree d polynomial in F q [x] having factorization type λ. We call ν the splitting measure. The key to proving Theorem 1.1 is to first give a representation theoretic interpretation of the splitting measure.
is the ordered configuration space of d distinct points in R 3 (see Section 2.) Then for all d ≥ 1 and partitions λ ⊢ d we have
where 
The first moment formula (1.5) is derived from the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula for étale cohomology with "twisted coefficients" from which the name is borrowed. The author and Lagarias [13] use Theorem 1.3 to establish a representation theoretic interpretation of the squarefree splitting measure ν sf , where ν sf (λ) is the probability of a random squarefree polynomial having factorization type λ.
is the value of the character χ k d on any element of the symmetric group S d with cycle type λ. We give a new proof of Theorem 1.4 using generating functions and derive Theorem 1.3 as a consequence. Our proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 do not use algebraic geometry or the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula, but we keep the name "twisted Grothendieck-Lefschetz formula" to emphasize the parallel our Theorem 1.1 and the result of Church, Ellenberg, and Farb.
The use of generating functions in the study of factorization statistics is not new. Church, Ellenberg, and Farb [6] use L-functions to compute the stable limits of expected values of squarefree factorization statistics. Fulman [7] uses cycle index series to derive the asymptotic formulas for first moments of squarefree factorization statistics given in [6] without using representation theory or cohomology. Chen [2, 3] further develops these methods in the more general setting of an arbitrary affine or projective variety V defined over F q . Our main innovations are the application of generating functions to factorization statistics on the set of all polynomials (instead of the subset of squarefree polynomials) and the derivation of the twisted Grothendieck-Lefschetz formulas by generating function methods. The Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula connects point counts over finite fields with the étale cohomology of the scheme and general comparison theorems between cohomology theories relate this to the singular cohomology of the manifold
The map (1.6) is unramified, simplifying the application of the GrothendieckLefschetz trace formula. The corresponding map of schemes in the case of all polynomials is
which is highly ramified. Gadish [8] adapts the étale cohomological approach to handle ramified covers. This geometrically natural extension leads Gadish to a twisted Grothendieck-Lefschetz formula for weighted factorization statistics [8,
Our factorization statistics extend those on Poly sf d (F q ) in a way that is combinatorially natural but is at odds with the apparatus of algebraic geometry. This results in a surprising connection to the cohomology of ordered configurations in R 3 for which we have no geometric intuition. 
Given that our generating function method provides a new proof of the special case Theorem 1.3, we ask:
Can our generating function methods be adapted to give a new proof of Theorem 1.6?
The key is to find explicit product formulas for the cycle index series of the family of representations given by the étale cohomology analogous to those which we use in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Such formulas may be known, but not to us. Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Jeff Lagarias for asking the question whether there may be interesting structure in the splitting measure of Poly d (F q ).
We also thank Weiyan Chen, Will Sawin, Phil Tosteson, and Michael Zieve for helpful conversations, references, and feedback.
TWISTED GROTHENDIECK-LEFSCHETZ FORMULAS
Let q be a prime power and d ≥ 1 an integer. Let Poly d (F q ) be the set of monic degree d polynomials in F q [x] . The subset of squarefree polynomials is denoted Poly
has a unique factorization into irreducible polynomials over F q . The degrees of the irreducible factors of f form a partition [f ] of the degree d which we call the factorization type of f . Recall that the number of degree j irreducible polynomials in F q [x] is given by the necklace polynomial
If λ is a partition, then m j = m j (λ) is the number of size j parts of λ. In other 
where
Note that x m counts the number of subsets of size m chosen from an x element set with repetition. The product expressions (2.1) show that
The total number of monic degree d polynomials over F q is |Poly d (F q )| = q d , while the total number of squarefree polynomials is |Poly
We define the splitting measure ν(λ) to be the probability of an element f ∈ Poly d (F q ) having factorization type λ, and similarly define the squarefree splitting measure ν sf (λ) for f ∈ Poly
Both splitting measures are rational functions in q for each partition λ, and furthermore both are polynomials in 1/q (this is clear for ν(λ) and is shown for ν sf (λ) in [13, Prop. 2.4] .) Recall that the partitions λ ⊢ d parametrize the conjugacy classes of the symmetric group S d . Thus the splitting measures may be viewed as polynomial-valued class functions on S d . Our first result gives an interpretation of the coefficients of the splitting measures in terms of the representation theory of the symmetric group.
Let us review some terminology and notation. If χ is a character of the symmetric group S d and λ is a partition of d, we write χ(λ) for the value of χ on any element σ ∈ S d of cycle type λ. This is well-defined since characters are constant on conjugacy classes. Let z λ be the number of permutations in S d commuting with an element σ ∈ S d of cycle type λ, then
, where ℓ(λ) is the number of parts in λ.
We now introduce the S d -representations whose characters are shown in Theorem 2.1 to determine the coefficients of the splitting measures.
2.1. Higher Lie representations. Given a positive integer j, let ζ j be a faithful one-dimensional complex representation of the cyclic group C j . Viewing C j as a subgroup of the symmetric group S j generated by a j-cycle, the jth Lie representation Lie(j) is defined as Lie(j) := Ind
For a partition λ ⊢ d, the higher Lie representation Lie λ is defined as
where Z λ is the centralizer of a permutation with cycle type λ.
Lie λ .
2.2.
Configuration space. Given a topological space X, let PConf d (X) be the space of ordered configurations of d distinct points in X,
The symmetric group S d acts freely on PConf d (X) by permuting the coordinates. Thus the singular cohomology H k (PConf d (X), Q) is, by functoriality, an S drepresentation for all k ≥ 0. Sundaram and Welker [15] show for k ≥ 0 that for every odd n ≥ 3 [11, Sec. 2.3] for a discussion of this result in language closer to our presentation.) For the sake of concreteness we specialize to the case n = 3,
by simultaneously scaling all coordinates; this action commutes with S d , hence there is a well-defined S daction on the quotient
We now state our first result.
(1) For d ≥ 1 and every partition λ ⊢ d,
(2) For d ≥ 2 and every partition λ ⊢ d,
This representation theoretic interpretation of the squarefree splitting measure was first shown in [13, Thm. 5 
where M j (q) = 
Expanding the right hand side of (2.2) we have
Substitute t = 1/q in (2.2) and (2.3) to find d≥0 λ⊢d
Comparing coefficients of a λ we conclude that
(2) To get the formula for ν sf (λ) we start with another formal power series identity from [11, Thm. 2.17]. Let φ k d be the character of the
The substitution t → −t and q → −q simplifies this to d≥0 λ⊢d
By the binomial theorem, the right hand side of (2.4) expands as
(2.5)
Substituting t = 1/q in (2.4) and (2.5) gives d≥0 λ⊢d 
Multiplying (2.6) by
Finally, comparing coefficients of a λ we conclude that for d ≥ 2
The generating functions used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 are stated in terms of symmetric functions in [11] . To convert between their notation and ours one can replace their power symmetric function p j with our formal variable a j , and their Frobenius characteristic ch(V ) of an S d -representation V with character χ V by its cycle indicator
Hersh and Reiner cite several sources for the origin of these generating functions. A derivation of the identity for the higher Lie characters may be found in [9, Thm. 
Factorization statistics and the twisted Grothendieck-Lefschetz formulas.
A factorization statistic P is a function defined on Poly d (F q ) such that P (f ) only depends on the factorization type of f ∈ Poly d (F q ). Equivalently, P may be viewed as a function defined on the set of partitions of d or as a class function of the symmetric group S d . Any such function P is called a factorization statistic when we want to think of P as a function of polynomials.
Example 2.2. We illustrate with some examples.
(1) Consider the polynomials g(x), h(x) ∈ Poly 5 (F 3 ) with irreducible factorizations
The factorization type of g(x) is the partition [2, 1, 1, 1] = (1 3 2 1 ) and the factorization type of h(x) is [3, 1, 1] = (1 2 3 1 ) . Note that the factorization type does not detect the multiplicity of a specific factor so that x 2 and x(x + 1) both have the same factorization type [1, 1] .
(2) Let R(f ) be the number of F q -roots of f (x) ∈ Poly d (F q ). Then R(f ) depends only on the number of linear factors of f (x), hence is a factorization statistic. Referring to the two polynomials above we have R(g) = 3 and R(h) = 2. (3) For k ≥ 1, let x k (f ) be the number of degree k irreducible factors of f ∈ Poly d (F q ), then x k is a factorization statistic. As a function on partitions
is the number of parts of λ of size k. Note that R = x 1 . The ring Q[x 1 , x 2 , . . .] generated by the functions x k for k ≥ 1 is called the ring of character polynomials. We return to character polynomials in Section 2.4 when we discuss asymptotic stability. We write E d (P ) for the expected value of a factorization statistic P on Poly d (F q ) and E sf d (P ) for the expected value of P on Poly sf d (F q ). More precisely,
Our second main result gives an explicit expression for the expected value E d (P ) of a factorization statistic in terms of the ordered configuration space of d distinct points in R 3 .
If P and Q are class functions on S d , let P, Q denote their standard S dinvariant inner product
Proof. Since factorization statistics depend only on the factorization type of a polynomial, we may rewrite the expected value in terms of the splitting measure,
Then Theorem 2.1 implies,
Church, Ellenberg, and Farb relate the first moments of factorization statistics on squarefree polynomials to the ordered configuration space of d distinct points in C in [6] . Let φ k d be the character of
Dividing by |Poly
gives the expected value, but also changes the coefficients on the right hand side. The calculation (2.7) in the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that the identity (2.8) is equivalent to Theorem 2.4 below.
We give a new proof of [6, Prop. 4.1] using Theorem 2.1.
Proof. The proof is parallel to that of Theorem 2.3. We begin with
and use Theorem 2.1 to conclude
The étale cohomological approach to Theorem 2.4 taken in [6] connects squarefree polynomials over F q with the configuration space of points on the affine line. The geometric perspective seems to break down in the case of Theorem 2.3: There is no apparent correspondence between configurations of distinct points in R 3 and monic polynomials over F q . We would be interested in a cogent geometric explanation for the relationship between the representations H 2k (PConf d (R 3 ), Q) and the expected value of factorization statistics on Poly d (F q ).
2.4.
Asymptotic stability. Church [4, Thm. 1] showed that for all k ≥ 0 and n ≥ 2 the families of symmetric group representations H k (PConf d (R n ), Q) are representation stable. We do not require the details of representation stability (the interested reader should consult [5] ,) only the following fact [6, Sec. 3.4] which we take as a black box: If P is a factorization statistic given by a character polynomial (see Example 2.2 (3)) and A d is a sequence of S d -representations with characters α d which exhibit "representation stability," then the sequence of inner products P, α d is eventually constant. In that case we write P, α for the limit of P, α d as d → ∞.
Church, Ellenberg, and Farb use the representation stability of H k (PConf d (C), Q) to prove Theorem 2.5.
Theorem 2.5 ([6, Thm. 1] ). Let P be a factorization statistic given by a character polynomial and write P, φ k for the limit of P,
Church's theorem implies that for each k, H 2k (PConf d (R 3 ), Q) is representation stable. Hyde and Lagarias showed that Theorem 2.6 (Asymptotic stability for expected values). Let P be a factorization statistic given by a character polynomial (see Section 2.2 (3).) Then
where the limits are taken 1/q-adically.
2.5.
Constraint on E d (P ) coefficients. Theorem 2.7 below identifies the total cohomology of PConf d (R 3 ) with the regular representation
Proof. Let ρ be the character of
. It suffices to show that ρ is equal to the character of the regular representation, that is
By Theorem 2.1 we have
where ν is the splitting measure defined by
Let ν 1 denote the splitting measure evaluated at q = 1.
. On the other hand, M j (1) = 0 for j > 1 and M 1 (1) = 1 so
We have been told that, from the point of view of Lie theory, that Theorem 2.7 is a consequence of the Poincaré-Brikhoff-Witt theorem-this is outside our expertise. The proof of Theorem 2.7 shows that (2.9) also follows naturally from the splitting measure perspective which is how we came into it. The following corollary will be used in Section 3 to explain common phenomena that arise in expected value computations for factorization statistics.
Corollary 2.8. Suppose P is a factorization statistic defined on Poly d (F q ) which, viewed as a class function of S d , is the character of an S d -representation V . Let E d (P ) be the expected value of P on Poly d (F q ).
(1) E d (P ) is a polynomial in 1/q of degree at most d − 1 with non-negative integer coefficients.
Proof. (1) Recall that the inner product χ, ψ of characters is the dimension of the vector space of maps between the corresponding representations, hence is a non-negative integer. Thus if P is an S d -character then Theorem 2.3 implies that
has non-negative coefficients.
(2) The inner product of class functions is bilinear. Therefore, by Theorem 2.7
It follows from the general representation theory of finite groups that P, χ reg = dim V . Therefore,
EXAMPLES
The twisted Grothendieck-Lefschetz formulas (Theorems 2.4 and 2.3) form a bridge connecting polynomial factorization statistics on the one hand and representations of the symmetric group and cohomology of configuration spaces on the other. Translating information back and forth across this bridge leads to an interesting interplay among these structures. In this section we first revisit the example of quadratic excess Q to see how our results explain the properties of E d (Q) observed in the introduction. We finish with some results on expected values and the structure of H 2k (PConf d (R 3 ), Q) using the constraint provided by Theorem 2.7.
3.1. Quadratic excess. Recall the quadratic excess factorization statistic Q from the introduction: Q(f ) is defined as the difference between the number of reducible versus irreducible quadratic factors of f . Rephrasing this in terms of partitions, if x k (λ) is the number of parts of λ of size k, then If σ ∈ S d is a permutation, then the trace of σ on
Trace(σ) = #{{i, j} : σ fixes i and j} − #{{i, j} : σ transposes i and j}
Thus Q, viewed as a class function of S d , is the character of
. It follows from Corollary 2.8 that coefficients of E d (Q) are non-negative integers summing to
The coefficientwise convergence of E d (Q) follows from Theorem 2.6. The 1/q-adic limit of E d (Q) as d → ∞ is a rational function of q, which explains the simple pattern emerging in the coefficients of E d (q). In particular, using [3, Cor. 10] we compute, 
Comparing coefficients of 1/q k we conclude that 1,
and H 2k (PConf d (R 3 ), Q) has no trivial component for k > 0.
Recall that the characters χ λ of the irreducible representations S λ of S d form a Q-basis for the vector space of all class functions. If P is a factorization statistic, then there are a λ (P ) ∈ Q such that
where χ λ is the character of the irreducible representation S λ . In particular if a 1 (P ) := a [d] (P ) is the coefficient of the trivial character in this decomposition, then we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. If P is any factorization statistic and a 1 (P ) is the coefficient of the trivial character in the expression of P as a linear combination of irreducible
Hence a 1 (P ) = 0 if and only if the expected value of P approaches 0 for large q. On the other hand, Corollary 2.8 tells us that sgn, ψ k d = 1 for exactly one k and is 0 otherwise-which value of k is it? Hence H 2⌊d/2⌋ (PConf d (R 3 ), Q) is the unique cohomological degree with a Sgn summand.
We prove Theorem 3.2 in [12] using our liminal reciprocity theorem which relates factorization statistics in Poly d (F q ) with the limiting values of squarefree factorization statistics for F q [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] as the number of variables n tends to infinity.
Theorem 3.2 has a surprising consequence. The even type factorization statistic ET is defined by ET (f ) = 1 when the factorization type of f is an even partition and ET (f ) = 0 otherwise. Thus the expected value E d (ET ) is the probability of a random polynomial in Poly d (F q ) having even factorization type. One might guess that a polynomial should be just as likely to have an even versus odd factorization type. However, notice that ET = The leading term of this probability is 1/2 as we expected, but there is a slight bias toward a polynomial having even factorization type coming from the sign representation and the degree of cohomology in which it appears. For comparison we remark that in the squarefree case the probability of a random polynomial in Poly It follows that the multiplicity of Std in H 2k (PConf d (R 3 ), Q) is 1 for 0 < k < d.
Proof. First note that
where ν is the splitting measure. In the course of proving Theorem 2.1 we derived the following formal power series identity, The assertions about the multiplicity of Std in H 2k (PConf d (R 3 ), Q) follow from Theorem 2.3 and (3.1).
